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Earth response model to GWs
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Flat-Earth Model 
Dyson, 1969

Non-rotating 1D Earth Model 
Ben-Menahem, 1983

Shear modulus

1D PREM model

Quadrupole 
modes l = 2



Modelling Earth response to GWs from the binary systems
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Induced response using Green tensor formalism (Ben-Menahem)

Force term (Dyson)Rotating 3D Earth model

Splitting and coupling 
of normal modes

Terrestrial Reference System Binary stars



The normal modes summation and the perturbation theory 
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GROUP-COUPLING
APPROXIMATION

nSl
m Sumatra, 2004, Strasbourg



The metric perturbation - binary star system
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LISA verification double white dwarf catalog

k
l

m

Contain rotation matrix from celestial 
to terrestrial reference frame:

- declination δ
- right ascension α
- Greenwich Sidereal Time γ(t)
- polarization angle ψ

Celestial equator

δ

α

ψ

ι

https://www.astro.ru.nl/staf/nelemans/dokuwiki/doku.php?id=verification_binaries:double_white_dwarfs


Induced forced spheroidal motion for one GW source and l = 2
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Model dependent (PREM) 
- 24 multiplet groups

Position of the station
- Latitude and longitude

Binary parameters (catalog)
- m1, m2, d, ℩ (inclination)

Source-time function
- Ω (GW frequency) 
- νm (split eigenfrequency)

f-function 
- γ(t) (GST), α (right ascension),                     

δ (declination), ψ (polarization angle)

 0S2 - 0T2 - 2S1 - 0S3

0T3  - 0S4 - 1S2   

     0T5 - 2S2 - 1S3 - 3S1

3S2

5S1 - 4S2 - 0S10 - 0T11 - 1T5

5S2 -  0T14 - 1T7 - 0S13

5S4 - 4S5 - 2S10 - 2T4 - 6S2

7S2 - 2S0

8S2 ... 23S2



Induced forced spheroidal motion for 14 GW sources and 24 normal modes
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Declination and polarization angles for t=0,α=0
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6S2

7S2

Off-resonance
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0S2
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The matched filtering (MF)
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Synthetic tests

GW frequency
Mass
Distance
Inclination
Right ascension
Declination
Polarization angle

Template bank for each pi 
defined by catalog uncertainties. 



Synthetic tests
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1 day long response signal

1 day long MF window 



Synthetic tests
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Noise

Signal + Noise

Two hypothesis 

H0:

H1:



Synthetic tests
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● T1 - testing the MF performance for a set of templates of one 
parameter where input signal and template match

● T2 - testing the MF performance for a set of templates when input 
signal and used template slightly mismatch
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Synthetic tests T1 - Mass
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Synthetic tests T1 - frequency



Synthetic tests T2 - noise + signal histograms
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Mass Frequency

MF analysis is 
insensitive to the 
uncertainties in 
binary catalog.

Valid for all 
parameters!



Observations - an example study 
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● Gravimeter data from the superconducting gravimeter
● Earthquakes, tides, atmospheric pressure effects removed-coda remains

2012



Observations - an example study 
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● Gravimeter data from the superconducting gravimeter
● Earthquakes, tides, atmospheric pressure effects removed-coda remains

Black Forest Observatory in Germany



Observations - an example study 
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● Gravimeter data from SG instrument 
● Removed earthquakes, tides, atmospheric oscillations - coda remains

BFO station
58 days



White vs real noise
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White noise

Real noise



White noise MF output 
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Real noise MF output 
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Detection with real noise 
more challenging.



Summary
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● We derive the Earth response to GW from the binary star for a 3D 
rotating Earth model;

● We include the effects of splitting and coupling within the normal 
modes by considering group coupling approximation;

● The metric perturbation is transformed from celestial to terrestrial 
reference system;  

● Induced spheroidal motion is quadrupole (l=2);
● Pattern f-functions define which singlets are going to be excited;
● The modes with frequencies close to GW source frequencies, but not 

necessarily the closest, contribute the most to building the induced 
response of this particular source;

● The MF analysis is insensitive to the uncertainties in binary catalog;
● Detection with real noise is more challenging.
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● We derive the Earth response to GW from the binary star for a 3D 
rotating Earth model;

● We include the effects of splitting and coupling within the normal 
modes by considering group coupling approximation;

● The metric perturbation is transformed from celestial to terrestrial 
reference system;  

● Induced spheroidal motion is quadrupole (l=2);
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Thank you for your attention!



Induced quadrupole modes 



Source-time function



F-function 



LISA verification double white dwarf binary catalog



Amplitudes and Q-factors of normal modes   


